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Welcome to the Durham-Duplex safety knife and hand knife catalogue 

designed to help the reader to identify the best knife for any application.     

Durham-Duplex have been making knives in Sheffield for over 100 years 

and know that a great blade is useless without a good handle. To help you 

decide this catalogue has been divided up into the following sections: 

 

 Section 1  OLFATM safety knives and blades 

 Section 2  Durham-Duplex safety hand knives 

 Section 3  Durham-Duplex metal detectable hand knives 

 Section 4  Durham Duplex hand knives  

 Section 5  American LineTM hand knives 

 Section 6  Replacement utility blades 

 Section 7  Disposal cases  

 Section 8   Machine mounted industrial blades 

For more details contact: 

Durham-Duplex 

312-314 Petre St 

Sheffield S4 8LT 

Tel: 0114 243 2313 

Email sales@durham-duplex.co.uk 

www.durham-duplex.com 



OLFA SK6—AUTORETRACTING  SAFETY KNIFE 

AUTO-GUARD SYSTEM carton opener.   Blade automatically retracts when it stops 

cutting regardless of whether the thumb switch is still forward. 

SECTION 1– OLFA safety knives 

OLFA RTY-2DX 

 Rotary Cutter for General Quilting with a 45mm blade and safety function.   

Also available with the 60mm blade—RTY-3DX 

OLFA TS—01 

 Top sheet cutter designed to only cut a single piece of paper thickness regardless 

of hand pressure.   



OLFA SK4—RETRACTING SAFETY KNIFE 

Safety Knife with spring loaded Auto-Retracting blade. 

OLFA SK8—RETRACTING SAFETY KNIFE 

Comfort grip safety Knife with Auto-Retracting blade. Extra-safe carton opener. 

Blade retracts automatically after cutting even if pushing the slider forward. 

SECTION 1– OLFA safety knives 

OLFA SK7—RETRACTING SAFETY KNIFE 

Compact Safety knife with spring loaded auto-retracting blade 



OLFA SK 5– RETRACTING SAFETY KNIFE 

Safety Knife with spring loading auto-retracting blade and elastomer grip for added 

control 

OLFA SK 10—STRETCH WRAP CUTTER 

Specially designed safety knife to cut shrink wrap and plastic straps with built in 

tape splitter 

SECTION 1– OLFA safety knives 

OLFA SK 9—RETRACTING SAFETY KNIFE 

Safety knife with spring loaded auto-retracting blade and built in tape splitter. 



OLFA TK-4 TOUCH KNIFE 

Pocket sized spring loaded auto-retracting knifed with stainless steel blade 

OLFA TK-3M MAGNETIC TOUCH KNIFE  

Pocket sized spring loaded auto-retracting knifed with stainless steel blade and 

magnetic back 

OLFA RTY-2/G ROTARY SAFETY CUTTER 

Rotary cutter with blade shield for safety  

Also available with 60 mm blade —RTY-3/G and 28mm blade—RTY-1/G 

SECTION 1– OLFA safety knives 



OLFA L-2 SNAP OFF KNIFE 

Originated by OLFA in 1956 and still the best in the world the L-2 is the modern 

version of the classic OLFA snap Off knife 

SKB—2 

Replacement Blade for SK-4 and SK –5 

SKB—7 

Replacement Blade for SK-7 

SECTION 1– OLFA safety knives 



RB—45 

Replacement 45mm rotary blade for use with RTY-2/G and RTY-2/GX 

Also available 60mm rotary blade (RB-60) for use with RTY-3/G and RTY-3/GX 

Also available 28mm rotary blade (RB-28) for use with RTY-1/G 

SKB—8 

Replacement blade for use with OLFA SK-8 

LBB  

The classic black 18mm snap-off blade for use with the L-2 knife 

Also available in stainless steel (LB). 

SECTION 1– OLFA safety knives 



OLFA DC-2 DISPOSAL BOX 

Safety blade disposal case for use with snap off knives 

SECTION 1– OLFA safety knives 

OLFA DC-3 

Pocket sized “Timbour Door” type disposal case for safe disposal of snap off blades 

MULTI PURPOSE CUTTING MATS 

2mm thick craft cutting mats for general cutting and 3mm thick Professional cutting 

mats available to suit all requirements .  Sizes from 8”x12” to 36”x24” 



ROLL STRIPPER 

Safety knife with spring loaded auto-retracting blade design for roll stripping,  It 

utilises a half length, non seg 18mm blade for maximum reach and strength. 

RIGHT HANDED SPRINGER 

Red spring loaded auto-retracting safety knife for right handed operation 

LEFT HANDED SPRINGER 

Yellow spring loaded auto-retracting safety knife for left handed operation 

SECTION 2– DD safety hand knives 



HT-8 AUTO-RETRACTING SAFETY KNIFE 

Auto retracting safety knife which takes standard Heavy Duty (B207) blades 

Blade retracts automatically after cutting even if pushing the slider forward 

HT-15—RETRO 

Spring loaded retracting safety knife with thumb control on top and side  

Also available in a lighter version (HT-6) 

SUPACUT 

Metal headed swan necked cutter with replaceable blade 

SECTION 2– DD safety hand knives 



POLYSAFE 

Disposable safety swan necked cutter 

POLYSAFE PLUS 

Swan necked cutter with replaceable blade and elastomer easy grip handle 

POLYSAFE BLADEMASTER 

Swan necked disposable fixed blade safety cutter with safety box opening cutter. 

SECTION 2– DD safety hand knives 



SECTION 2– DD safety hand knives 

POLYSLIT PLUS 

Heavy duty disposable film slitter 

POLYSLIT 

Disposable film slitter which can also be marked with company details, logos or 

safety messages 

MORRI-CUT  

Disposable film slitter with added tape slitting “ears” and slitter notches.  Available 

in blue or Yellow 



POLYGLIDE 

Cranked handled film slitter with blade shield and replaceable blade 

SECTION 2– DD safety hand knives 

RING STRING CUTTER 

Available in Yellow, Red, Blue, Green and Orange this is a finger mounted safety 

string cutter 

ROLL STRIPPER PLUS 

Comfort handled roll slitter with auto-retracting extra long blade 



Roll Stripper HD 

Comfort handled roll slitter with auto-retracting  Heavy Duty blade 

SECTION 2– DD safety hand knives 

AMBISAFE H944 001 TO3 

Budget level spring loaded auto retracting safety knife with replaceable blade suit-

able for left or right hand use. 

HT-32 AUTO-RETRACTING SAFETY KNIFE 

Auto retracting squeeze safety knife with a standard Heavy Duty (B207) blades 

Blade retracts automatically after cutting even when squeezed tight 



Swan 

Metal detectable wide mouth cutter with patented 'opposed slopes' feature and  

tape cutter.    Also available in non detectable yellow/red/green plastic 

REACTA ‘Auto Retract’ HD  and Key                                                                                

The metal detectable knife auto retracts the blade when cut disrupted or complet-

ed.  Comes with Metal Detectable 'security key' for a controlled blade change.  

SECTION 3– Metal Detectable hand knives 

Solid Stainless Steel Bakery Scraper 

Available in widths up to 15cm this bakery scraper is the ultimate in metal            

detectability and is made from solid washable 420 Stainless steel, 



Fish 200m detectable knives 

Metal Detectable plastic and metal construction with hook blade 

Also available in red/tallow/green plastic and box opener tab or no hook. 

Fish 600m detectable knives 

Metal Detectable plastic and metal construction with hook blade 

Also available in red/tallow/green plastic and box opener tab or no hook. 

Shark 2000m detectable knife  

Metal Detectable plastic and metal construction with auto-retract hooked blade 

Also available in red/tallow/green plastic 

SECTION 3– Metal Detectable hand knives 



Delphin Knife 

Original Delphin Knife  with replaceable fixed  and holster 

Quarter Moon Knife 

Curved blade with sharpened radius and gripping handle. 

Has an optional leather Sheath holster (LS 033 G06) for attaching to belt for safety 

SECTION 4– DD hand knives 

Heavy Duty Snap Off knife 

Solid metal  lockable snap off knife 



HT-40 

Plastic scraper with blade shield takes a standard heavy Duty balde 

HT-41 

Metal Scraper with extendable blade. 

Takes a single edge razor blade 

HT-42 

Plastic mini scraper available in Black, Blue, Green, Yellow and Red. 

Takes a single edge razor blade 

SECTION 4– DD handknives 



SECTION 4– DD hand knives 

RUBBER HANDLED LINO KNIFE 

A fixed blade lino knife with a contoured plastic handle . 

Also available with wooden handles. 

HK-8128 

The classic “Don Carlos” knife  with quarter moon blade and wooden handle. 

Has an optional extra of a belt mounted leather sheath (LS 033 GO6) for safety  

HT-28 EASY CHANGE KNIFE  

Thumb controlled locking knife with comfort grip, quick release blade change 

mechanism (the red button) and an reloadable internal magazine of 10 heavy duty 

blades 



American Line 18mm Auto-Retractable snap off knife 

This innovative knife has a spring loaded mechanism to allow operation as either a 

standard safety knife or a long reach 18mm knife.  Supplied on hanging card. 

American Line 9mm Auto-Retractable snap off knife 

This innovative knife uses a 9mm blade with a spring loaded mechanism to allow 

operation as either a standard or long reach knife.  Supplied on hanging card. 

American Line folding utility knife 

Utilising a standard Heavy Duty/207 blade this folding knife has a rigid construction  

for cutting but also folds neatly for safe carriage.  It is supplied on hanging card 

with 6 blacked American Line blades. 

SECTION 5– American Line hand knives 



American Line Ergo Window scrapper 

Ergonomic handled single edge blade window scrapper.  Comes on a hanging card 

with 5 replacement blades 

Replacement American Line single edge blades 

Replacement American Line  single edge blades are available in 100 blade clam-

shells, 10 blade hanging cards, 10 blade dispensers  or 100 blade desk top           

dispensers  

America Line 4” wall scrapper 

Adjustable angled head designed to make wall stripping easy.  Comes on hanging 

with 5 x replacement blades on the handle. 

SECTION 5– American Line hand knives 



Heavy Duty blade 

Single Edge 

Snap off blades 

Available in 18mm,  

9mm and 25mm 

widths 

 

Also available non-

segmented in both 

full and half size 

All utility blades are  

 

SECTION 6– replacement Utility blades 

Hooked Blade 

Concave Blade 

Superhook Blade All types of craft blades are available 



3 Hole blade 

Available in 0.8 and 0.6 mm with 

square and rounded ends 

Injector Blade 

Available in Stainless and Carbon steel. 

SECTION 6– replacement Utility blades 

Durham Duplex is a manufacturer of a huge range of  

Industrial blades and Utility blades to fit all types of knife, 

for most applications and with most PVD coatings. 

 

If you have a  blade requirement please ask as this 

is just a small representative amount of our range. 

 

Durham-Duplex,  

312-314 Petre St,  

Sheffield S4 8LT 

Tel: 0114 243 2313 

Email sales@durham-duplex.co.uk 

www.durham-duplex.com 



Durham-Duplex have a wide range of 

disposal cases for use with industrial 

sharps. 

Durham-Duplex also offer a full      

regrind service for Machine Knives 

with a collection service covering 

most of UK.   

We can also provide regrind collection 

boxes and dispose of industrial sharps 

if required. 

SECTION 7 – Disposal cases 

0.7L Sharps Disposal Box 

1.5L Sharps Disposal Box 



Machine Mounted Industrial Blades 

 

As well as selling hand knives, safety hand knives and replacement utility blades  

Durham-Duplex also manufacturer industrial blades and machine knives.  Our 

products are used in a wide variety of industry sectors including food processing, 

packaging, film & foil slitting, converting, plastics, recycling & waste management, 

flooring and printing. 

For more details or a quote please contact sales@durham-duplex.co.uk or call 

0114 243 2313.   Durham-Duplex are proud to be: 

 

SECTION  8 – Machine and Industrial Knives 



Durham-Duplex 

312-314 Petre St 

Sheffield S4 8LT 

Tel: 0114 243 2313 

Email sales@durham-duplex.co.uk 

www.durham-duplex.com 

 


